Remember, Remember the 22nd of November

By Anna Von Reitz

Three days from now, it will be the 57th anniversary of the assassination of President John F. Kennedy.

The night before the assassination, there was a meeting of oil executives and media moguls, bankers, and other corporation powerholders. Their purpose? To discuss what to do in the immediate aftermath of an assassination that hadn't happened yet. They were nervous, and checking their sixes.

These corporate execs were the money and power behind the assassination. Not some foreign country. Not Fidel Castro.

It was American corporate bosses who plotted to kill JFK, some sleazy mobsters, some white glove Ivy Leaguers.

Oddly, the same thing happened the night that Lincoln was killed. While the drama was playing out, members of Lincoln's Cabinet were unaccountably gathered at the home of Secretary of State William H. Seward.

Seward had been injured the week before and was at home recovering from that accident, so he wasn't up to date on the coup. The other Plotters showed up at his house at 10 o'clock at night on the night Lincoln was killed, to do the same thing --- hold hands, check their sixes, and plan out the aftermath of an assassination that was happening at the same exact time.

And now, this: Two Dozen Heads of Major US Corporations Held Secret Meeting on How to Oust Trump

My friends and family, we are all aware that something is terribly wrong in our country.

Once again, we see the pattern. Secret meetings of top business executives talking about ousting a President. Who knows when it turns into something more violent?

And how about this as a response? We oust the business executives and their corporations, too.

It's time to make examples of them and show them what is supposed to happen when corporations engage in "unlawful" activities.
They get liquidated. Their assets get sold off or given to their creditors. And yes, oftentimes, their Executives and Board Members go to jail.

Sometimes, at least in other countries, they get executed for treason.

It's been 57 years. I plan to do what I always do. I'll remember JFK. I'll light a candle and say a prayer and think about Jackie and the kids.

And I will call down the vengeance of the True God upon anyone plotting to do it again.

Let the angels and the mighty lions take heed; let the monsters of the deep hear me. Let my words and the contemplations of our hearts reach to the highest Heaven, for we have been betrayed by petty men and small minds, and too much innocent blood has been shed.

We won't turn away or believe any Blue Ribbon Commissions. If anything happens to Donald Trump, we already know what to think.
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